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This is another podcast from one of the many podcasts that I like to listen to. This one
is from the I Had to Say It podcast. 

Pointless Pardons and a HOT chip

Hey everyone, sorry for the delay on this one, life happened to me hard this weekend
and I had to redo this one, and here we are. To start with I did the paqui one chip
challenge this weekend with a friend of mine. There is a video available on the
youtube channel for this show, and while you are there subscribe, as I am going to
start posting stuff there too. Mostly shorts for now but also any future lives will be
there and you will get the notifications when ever I go live. Secondly the main focus of
this episode is the recent announcement that Brandon is pardoning all federal cases of
simple possession of marijuana. This is not nearly the W that the pro pot group
generally seems to think it is, and is really just a pandering for votes a month before a
crucial election cycle where the dems stand to lose control of a lot of seats, because in
the last two years of having control of both houses of congress and the white house,
they still haven't managed to do much of anything positive for their constituents, and
people are getting fed up. The empty promises and blame games are not enough to
carry elections this go round, so they have to pander hard, and they are. That being
said sorry again for being late, hope you enjoy the episode, and go watch me do
something dumb. #paquionechipchallenge #onechipchallenge #stilldontgethashtags  the
video https://youtu.be/nIM38OA82QM https://www.horribledesigns.com/
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